Abstract: We study N=2 supergravity deformed by a genuine supersymmetric completion of the λR 4 term, using the underlying off shell N=2 superconformal framework. The gauge-fixed superconformal model has unbroken local supersymmetry of N=2 supergravity with higher derivative deformation. Elimination of auxiliary fields leads to the deformation of the supersymmetry rules as well as to the deformation of the action, which becomes a Born-Infeld with higher derivative type action. We find that the gravitino supersymmetry deformation starts from λ ∂ 4 F 3 and has higher graviphoton couplings. In the action there are terms λ 2 ∂ 8 F 6 and higher, in addition to original on shell counterterm deformation. These deformations are absent in the on shell superspace and in the candidate on shell counterterms of N=4, 8 supergravities, truncated down to N=2. We conclude therefore that the undeformed on shell superspace candidate counterterms break the N=2 part of local supersymmetry.
Introduction
The notorious (R .... ) 4 counterterm in supergravity had its ups and downs since the time it was first proposed as a candidate for the UV divergence in N=1 supergravity [1] back in 1977. For N=2 a linearized version of the candidate for the UV divergence was proposed a year later in [2] . The linearized version of it for N=8 supergravity was constructed in [3, 4] . The gravitational part of it is the square of the Bel-Robinson tensor and it also has a term quartic in graviphotons of the form [∂F ] 4 . In N=8 supergravity the 3-loop UV finiteness was established a while ago in [5, 6] and was explained via E 7(7) duality. Two type of explanations were given. One was based on the fact that the 3-loop counterterm breaks E 7(7) duality at the non-linear level [7] [8] [9] , the other was based on the fact that the 3-loop counterterm breaks the Noether-Gaillard-Zumino E 7(7) deformed duality current conservation [10] .
Fully non-linear candidate counterterms starting from L=N number of loops were constructed in [3, 11] based on the Lorentz covariant on shell 1 N-extended superspace geometry [12, 13] . The complete non-linear version of the candidate R 4 counterterm in N=4 supergravity was constructed only recently in [14] , just in time to be ruled out half a year later as a UV divergence of the 3-loop N = 4 supergravity [15, 16] .
One possible explanation of the 3-loop N=4 UV finiteness in [17] is via the SL(2, R) × SO(6) duality symmetry, broken by the presence of the counterterm, which violates the Noether-GaillardZumino current conservation. However in [18] it was suggested that one can restore duality invariance of the full theory by adding an infinite number of additional terms to the theory. This implies that instead of the original version of the theory one should construct its Born-Infeld type generalization [19] [20] [21] . While this generalization can indeed be constructed for N = 2, as we will show in this paper, it is not known how to generalize this restoration of duality for N = 4, 8. It was also shown in [22] that it is impossible to restore duality symmetry, broken by the counterterm, while preserving the framework of the on shell superspace [12, 13] .
Nevertheless, one could argue that, unlike local gauge symmetry, global duality symmetry may or may not be preserved at the quantum level even if there are no anomalies. Therefore it would be important to have an independent explanation of the absence of the R 4 counterterm in N=4 supergravity, which may be formulated using more familiar tools based on local supersymmetry.
In this paper we will show that the same type of arguments as the one used in [10, 17] with respect to global duality, can be formulated in extended supergravities by imposing the condition of local supersymmetry. For definiteness, we will describe the new construction in terms of N = 2 supergravity, where the off shell theory is available. The main argument will apply to all extended supergravities truncated to N=2 supersymmetry. We will show that whereas the on shell counterterm candidates constructed in the earlier works are invariant with respect to the classical undeformed local supersymmetry transformation under condition that classical EOM are satisfied, the classical theory complemented by such counterterms is no longer supersymmetric.
We will find that the genuine 2 supersymmetry forbids the known on shell counterterms, unless one can formulate a consistent supersymmetric Born-Infeld generalization of the initial classical theory. This is similar to duality arguments, but now instead of duality, we may use a much better understood requirement of local supersymmetry. This may help to understand why the early analysis based on the Lorentz covariant on shell superspace is not sufficient to explain the actual amplitude computations [5, 6, 15, 16] .
In extended supergravities at N ≥ 3 only the on shell Lorentz covariant superspace is known, which means that the Bianchi identities were solved under condition that classical EOM are valid, both in the linearized approximation as well as in the full non-linear case. Therefore, if we would encounter a UV divergence associated with the on shell Lorentz covariant superspace counterterm, we would have to add such a term to the classical action to be able to absorb this UV divergence.
It is not clear if the corresponding classical supergravity action deformed by a higher derivative supersymmetric invariant actually possess an N-extended local Q-supersymmetry since the higher derivative action is supersymmetric only when the classical EOM are valid at N ≥ 3. Meanwhile, all local symmetries have to be valid off shell, therefore the known form of the candidate counterterms by no means guarantees that the classical plus higher derivative extended supergravity action has a local supersymmetry 3 .
The purpose of this paper is to find out if the classical N-extended supergravity action deformed by the on shell candidate counterterm has an unbroken N=2 part of the local supersymmetry. To explain the issue, we split all fields φ = {φ phy , φ aux } (1.1)
into physical φ phy and auxiliary φ aux , the last ones are non-propagating at the classical level, but support the off shell local N=2 supersymmetry [26] . We will show, by comparing the action with the genuine N=2 supergravity with higher derivative (R .... )
4 counterterm that the action with the "on shell counterterm deformation"
is not supersymmetric under classical "on shell" supersymmetry transformations δ
The supersymmetric one requires λ deformation of the classical action
simultaneously with λ deformation of the gravitino supersymmetry transformation
In this paper we will identify in N=2 supergravity with λR 4 deformation the following new terms required for local supersymmetry
We will provide an explicit non-vanishing expressions for these terms which are not available in the on shell superspace construction [12, 13] and in the corresponding on shell counterterms [3, 11, 14] . In N=2 such a consistent all order in λ deformation reconstructing the supersymmetry broken by the on shell counterterm is possible since the genuine supersymmetric action and susy rules are known in the closed form, before the auxiliary fields are replaced by their λ-dependent values. In N=2 supergravity this deformation procedure is producing a Born-Infeld type supergravity with higher derivatives and all powers of λ and graviphotons, as we will explain below, once the supersymmetric λR 4 term is added to the N=2 supergravity action. For N=4 and N=8 a consistent deformation reconstructing the supersymmetry broken by the on shell counterterm is a challenge. Our work here will prove that without an additional deformation of the on shell superspace and the on shell candidate counterterms supersymmetry of the classical action with counterterm is broken. The analogous argument from the global duality symmetry was given in [10] , however, local supersymmetry is much more familiar concept and therefore the arguments that the currently known "on shell superspace candidate counterterms" break supersymmetry should be easier to confirm/disprove.
Auxiliary fields and deformation
In N=2 case the genuine superconformal action with higher derivative deformation is known, see for example the superspace construction of R 4 in [27] and the superconformal one in [28] . In both by the higher derivative supersymmetric invariant, since the known counterterms are locally supersymmetric only when classical EOM are valid.
cases the theory is not yet given in the form shown in (1.4), (1.5) since in both cases the actions depend on auxiliary fields. We may write the genuine N=2 supersymmetric action with higher derivatives as
One may solve EOM for auxiliary fields recursively, so that
3)
The action remains N=2 supersymmetric when the φ aux are replaced by their valuesφ aux (φ phy , λ) solving the deformed EOM.
The deformed action depending only on φ phy acquires a form (1.4), (2.5) with higher powers of λ terms. Local supersymmetry means that
(2.7) When auxiliary fields satisfy their deformed EOM, δS def δφaux = 0, the condition of local supersymmetry is
Requirement of local symmetry requires that the physical fields are off shell: 9) since the variation of the action upon elimination of auxiliary fields is proportional to the variation of the deformed action over physical fields. On shell superspace [12, 13] which is a basis for constructing the N-extended supergravity counterterms in [3, 4, 11, 14] describes only the physical states of the theory, satisfying classical EOM. This means in the context of N=2 on shell superspace the auxiliary fields take the values satisfying their classical EOM
Therefore the on shell counterterms [3, 11, 14] depending on φ do not necessarily provide an unbroken local supersymmetry of the deformed action, which requires that (2.9) takes place. The gravitino supersymmetry transformation depends on the auxiliary fields, therefore the same replacement of φ aux by the valuesφ aux (φ phy , λ) will render the susy rules λ dependent as shown in (1.5).
Thus if we take a known on shell superspace counterterm in N=8 or N=4 extended supergravity and truncate it down to N=2 supersymmetry we will get, following the old superspace counterterm paradigm, that S def 1 (φ phy ) = S 0 (φ phy ) + λS ct (φ phy ), (2.12) 13) and there is no need and no place for λ n terms with n ≥ 2 in the action and no need and no place for terms δ n Q ψ µ with n ≥ 1 in gravitino susy rules: on shell superspace [12, 13] and the counterterms [3, 4, 11, 14] are not deformed but still viewed as legitimate candidates for UV divergences.
Thus, if we will be able to find, for example, terms in the genuine supersymmetric action of order λ 2 and in the gravitino susy transformation of the order λ, which are present there and absent in on shell counterms, it would prove that the deformation of the action with the on shell counterterm without deformation of the supersymmetry rules and without an additional deformation of the action, breaks the N=2 part of the N-extended supersymmetry. We will show that instead of (2.12), (2.13) the genuine supersymmetric theory with higher derivatives starting with R 4 requires the deviation from the "on shell superspace counterterm" paradigm as shown in (1.5) and in (1.6).
Superconformal off shell N=2 symmetry as a tool
In N=2 supergravity the off shell supersymmetry as well as an underlying N=2 off shell local superconformal symmetries are known. Moreover, recently a complete non-linear superconformal N=2 invariant R 4 action, was explicitly presented in [28] . The useful description of the superconformal N=2 models can be found in [29] and in [30] .
One could also use the off shell superspace construction of the N=2 R 4 invariant in [27] which is expected to produce the analogous results. The main reason here to use the superconformal N=2 tensor calculus and the recent construction of R 4 action in [28] is that the component results, especially the Born-infeld type graviphoton part of the action, are relatively easy to extract.
Here we will use the superconformal construction to study the action of the minimal (for simplicity) pure N=2 supergravity without matter multiplets and with the simplest duality group U (1), deformed by the off shell supersymmetric higher derivative action, quartic in curvatures. The superconformal action, associated with SU (2, 2|2) algebra has many local symmetries: local D-dilatation, local chiral U (1) symmetry, local SU (2) symmetry, local S-supersymmetry and local K-conformal symmetry in addition to Q-supersymmetry, general covariance and Lorentz symmetry of N=2 Poincaré supergravity. Local dilatation, local chiral symmetry, local SU (2) symmetry, local S-supersymmetry and local conformal boost have to be gauge-fixed so that only Q-supersymmetry, general covariance and Lorentz symmetry remain in N=2 Poincaré supergravity.
Outline of the construction of the higher derivative supersymmetric Born-Infeld type N=2 supergravity
A general class of superconformal higher derivative actions including R 4 terms is given in [28] and it is rather complicated, in general. Therefore in order to achieve our purpose of constructing higher derivative supersymmetric Born-Infeld type N=2 supergravity we have to do three things.
1. We take a simplest choice of the class of N=2 superconformal actions in [28] . The holomorphic prepotential F depends on a single conformal compensator X and is given by
so that after we gauge-fix the extra superconformal symmetries not present in supergravity we will be left with pure N=2 minimal supergravity. This model has a graviton, 2 gravitino's and a graviphoton in a pure N=2 supergravity multiplet. To embed this model into the superconformal framework and to be able to add to the classical action the higher derivative superconformal version of the R 4 we make a choice of the generalized Kähler potential H [28] which is defined by the conformal multiplet of the Weyl weight w = 0. Our choice is
Here T is the auxiliary field of the Weyl multiplet W and X is the first component of the chiral compensator superfield S, see Appendix A where these multiplets are described. 2. We gauge-fix superconformal symmetries which are not the local symmetries of N=2 supergravity. The choice of the second compensator is a non-linear vector multiplet, which is convenient when higher derivative action is present. Another choice we are making is for special S-supersymmetry, which provides us with explicit expressions for the Poincaré supersymmetry as a combination of superconformal Q-and S-supersymmetry.
3. We eliminate the auxiliary fields on their deformed EOM. We find that it is actually a recursive procedure generating higher powers with derivatives of the graviphoton, which is the reason to call the resulting model a "higher derivative supersymmetric Born-Infeld type N=2 supergravity".
Once this program is accomplished, we know the properties of the genuine supersymmetric completion of the R 4 action in N=2 Poincaré supergravity, and can see how different it is from the on shell one.
Our starting point is a superconformally invariant N =2 action
Here the first term, the chiral multiplet action, interacting with the Weyl multiplet, is the N=2 superconformal action which after gauge-fixing the extra symmetries becomes a Poincaré N=2 supergravity classical action. The second term is defined in [28] and is known as the kinetic chiral multiplet action. Our w = 0 chiral multiplet Φ is the ratio of the square of the Weyl multiplet W 2 to the square of the chiral compensator multiplet S 2 , λ is the deformation parameter. We provide details of this construction in the Appendix B.
Simple reason for Born-infeld type action with T eliminated on deformed EOM
The superconformal action (3.3) has terms like
When the local dilatation and local chiral symmetry are fixed by the requirement that X =X = 1 in Planck units, these terms in the action become, respectively, proportional to
The existence of the term proportional to λ quartic in T is of crucial importance here. The explicit form can be deduced either from the superconformal action (3.3), see Appendix B, or can be looked up in [20] where one finds that it is proportional to
where t µ1...ν4 ≡ t µ1ν1µ2ν2µ3ν3µ4ν4 is the t 8 -tensor antisymmetric in the pairs µ i ν i and symmetric under the exchange of such pairs. It has been checked in [20] that this term in the approximation that T ∼ F is the same as the explicit quartic graviphoton part of the N=8 R 4 counterterm, truncated to U (1) from SU (8). In particular, it defines the linearised quartic N=2 supersymmetric partner of the λR 4 higher derivative term. Every term in the deformation of the action has 4 powers of the Weyl multiplet. In terms of components it means that there are at least four powers of fields from the Weyl multiplet. The quick glance on the last term above indicates that the genuine N=2 supersymmetric higher derivative R 4 + ... action with auxiliary fields taking their deformed on shell values will be found to be of the Born-Infeld with higher derivative type of action, with higher and higher powers of local graviphoton couplings ∂ m F n . The basic reason for this is simple: in the minimal N=2 superconformal model the auxiliary field from the superconformal Weyl multiplet has the classical EOM of the form
which makes the on shell classical action dependence on the graviphoton of the Maxwell type. However, when the superconformal partner of the quartic Weyl tensor (C .... ) 4 which is of the form [∂T ] 4 is added to the action
the EOM for T µν becomes schematically
Here ... stands for other terms in the variation of the action (3.3) over T . None of the terms in ... cancels the term cubic in T above. The explicit expression for [∂ 4 T 3 ] can be obtained by differentiating (3.6). The recursive solution of this EOM leads to infinite number of higher derivative terms with higher powers of F
Here again we ignore numerical factors and index structures, referring to explicit expressions in [20] where the analogous recursive equations were solved. However, we keep track of the number of derivatives and powers of graviphoton fields in these schematic equations.
The action has non-linear in graviphotons terms with higher derivatives
The new term λ 2 [∂ 8 F 6 ] can be found in detailed form in [20] , see eq. (3.20) for the A-part of the expression, the B-part of the total supersymmetric expression can be derived explicitly using analogous method.
However, the indication coming from just evaluating the effect of the quartic in T µν term in the R 4 action may not give us a complete expression for the λ 2 terms in the action since there are many auxiliary fields which have to be simultaneously eliminated and therefore we need a systematic procedure here.
Gauge-fixing and elimination of all auxiliaries
We will work out the gauge-fixing procedure in the presence of higher order term in (3.3). We will use the non-linear vector multiplet for the second compensator, following [30, 31] . The second compensator in N=2 superconformal models is required since without it the EOM for the auxiliary field D of the Weyl multiplet are inconsistent. We find that the choice of the non-linear vector multiplet works well for our deformed action (3.3) and permits a consistent gauge-fixing of our model to N=2 Poincaré supergravity with higher derivative terms.
The gauge-fixed action still has only terms linear in the deformation parameter λ as given in (3.3) but it depends on many auxiliary fields φ aux from the Weyl multiplet, from the chiral compensator, and from the non-linear vector compensator, respectively
The auxiliary field D acquires a value D V defined by the constraint from the non-linear vector compensator so that it is expresed via other fields
(3.13) The reason for using the non-linear vector multiplet as a second compensator is that the constraint (3.13) is a necessary requirement for the closure of the supersymmetry algebra [31] . Therefore it is well suited for superconformal models deformed by higher derivative actions.
The common feature of all these fields is that they enter in the classical part of the superconformal action algebraically, without derivatives. The gauge-fixing of extra local symmetries allows to eliminate some of these auxiliary fields. For example special conformal K-symmetry and S-supersymmetry are broken by the gauge-fixing condition 14) respectively, which eliminates these two fields. The remaining auxiliary fields are eliminated by a combination of solving EOM and gauge-fixing. For example, the U (1) connection A µ and the SU (2) connection V µ i j are independent auxiliary fields which enter the superconformal classical action algebraically without derivatives. However, when the classical EOM are solved, they become functions of other fields and their derivatives and as a result of gauge-fixing and solving classical EOM both of these connections vanish. Thus what we call φ 0 aux , the values of auxiliaries in gaugefixed classical theory without higher derivatives (only symmetries of supergravity are not fixed) are
i.e., the auxiliary field T µν is replaced by the graviphoton F µν , and the value of D 16) and all other auxiliary fields vanish in classical theory without deformation. 5 For more details, the reader may want to check the appendix.
In presence of a λ term in (3.3) each of the classical values of auxiliaries, except the ones which were gauge-fixed to vanish, like b µ , Ω i may acquire, in principle, a non-vanishing value proportional to the first power of λ and higher powers of this deformation parameter.
Thus, we have to compute the expression for the N=2 supergravity action after gauge-fixing the extra symmetries in presence of deformation by eliminating all auxiliaries on their EOM. For this purpose we need to have an explicit expression for the gauge-fixed action starting with the superconformal one in (3.3).
Deformation of the super-Poincaré supersymmetry
In order to study the deformation of supersymmetry along the lines explained in the introduction we need to know the λ level of auxiliary fields which enter the classical superconformal transformation of gravitino
where the N=2 superconformal derivative of the spinor reads 2) and the spin connection is ω µ cd , the dilatational connection is b µ , the chiral U (1) connection is A µ and the SU (2) connection is V µ i j . In notation of [28] ǫ i stands for 8 Q-supersymmetry parameters and and η i for 8 special S-supersymmetry parameters. When the S-supersymmetry is gauge-fixed one finds the dependence on the compensating S-supersymmetry parameter η(ǫ) which preserves the gauge Ω i = 0 . 
where
This defines for us the local supergravity supersymmetry as a combination of the superconformal Q-and S-supersymmetry transformation:
We can now write for the gravitino local supersymmetry transformation in supergravity using the gauge fixing conditions
Now note that the classical F ab , being a component of the compensator, vanishes when EOM for T are used
If we use
we see that ∆F
Here the 1st line has a standard undeformed N=2 supergravity transformation of gravitino, the second line is present due to higher derivative term in the action which induces the non-vanishing ∆φ aux . Each term in the second line vanishes at λ = 0 and is not vanishing, a priory, for nonvanishing λ. Our goal is to study terms linear in λ in 14) and to show that terms with (T (1)− ) ab do not cancel. Making use of γ µ γ ab = γ ab γ µ + 4g µ[a γ b] , up to first order in λ, Eq.(4.13) becomes
we find
The first term in gravitino susy rule deformation,
is not canceled by any other term in eq. (4.17). The terms ... have been checked by direct inspection, the terms in the second line of eq. (4.17) have different matrix structure in Lorentz γ-matrices and in SU (2) structures. Therefore, even without using the precise (extremely complicated) expressions for all terms in eq. (4.17) we claim that the deformation in the cubic graviphoton sector is necessary. This is in sharp contrast with pure N=0 gravity where
independently of the fact that R µν = 0 or not, since D µ in (4.18) does not change if any general covariant action with higher derivatives, for example the λ(R .... ) 3 action, is added to the classical action. The local general covariance transformation rules do not depend on λ.
Meanwhile the gravitino local supersymmetry transformation does depend on the form of the action: for classical theory we have the λ-independent expression and for the deformed one it is (4.15) with explicit λ-dependence, caused by elimination of auxiliary fields which classically vanish. This reminds of the situation with duality transformations, which depend on the choice of the action, as explained in [10] with regard to E 7(7) symmetry.
Deformation of the action
We describe the deformed superconformal action (3.3) in details in Appendix B. The general form of this action was derived in [28] and we present it for completeness in eq. (9.15). For our model the relevant components of the superfield Φ = W 2 S −2 are given in eq. (9.16). These in turn depend on many components fields as well as geometric curvatures, defined in terms of component fields in [28] .
The detailed version of the classical part of the action is presented in Appendix B, sec. 9.1, before and after gauge-fixing. It shows that the auxiliary fields, A µ and V If we ignore the presence of all auxiliary fields but T we have shown that the action consistent with the recursive solution of the deformed EOM (3.9) will have higher and higher powers of derivatives and F 's. Our procedure of elimination of T on the deformed EOM is related to the procedure of restoration of the U (1)-duality broken by the [∂F ] 4 described in [20] and also given in eq. (3.6) here. In both cases the quartic in graviphoton terms generate all higher powers of graviphotons and derivatives, i. e. in both cases the dependence on graviphotons proliferate in the Born Infeld with higher derivative manner. Specifically the next term in [20] is
and an analogous one appears in N=2 supergravity from inserting the deformed value of T solving deformed EOM (3.9) into the action (3.3). However, the situation in N=2 supergravity is significantly more complicated than the one in [20] , which is a model with one non-linearly interacting vector field. Here we have gravitino's, a graviton, a graviphoton and many auxiliary fields. The major question therefore is: is it possible that when all auxiliaries are eliminated on their deformed EOM, all deformation of the action with higher powers of λ and increasing powers of F originating from the elimination of T will cancel? The reason the answer is not easy to get is that the expression for the action is extremely complicated, as shown in Appendix B. To simply scan the whole action is possible, and this is one way of answering these kind of questions. However, we will employ a somewhat more systematic approach based on certain properties of the action, like that it is at least quartic in all fields of the Weyl multiplet. A direct inspection of the action is also used to confirm our conclusions.
Thus, we will focus on specific part of the model where we will be able to show that such cancellation does not take place. Our bosonic part of the superconformal λ-deformation of the action after gauge-fixing to Poincaré depends on a conformal Weyl tensor and graviphoton, all other fields are auxiliary. Our first simplifying assumption, apart from looking only at the bosonic part of the action, is to consider only the terms in the action with the vanishing Riemann tensor and flat vierbeins e 
The role of Weyl multiplet auxiliaries
In flat space with e a µ = δ a µ the quartic in W action depends on T and other auxiliary fields from the Weyl multiplet φ
We have to split φ W aux into T and the rest,
Each term in the λ action depends on at least four powers of fields in (5.3). All term quartic in T we discussed, and they are main source of the higher in λ terms. Terms which have six powers of T in the action will not interfere with our λ 2 F 6 terms. A direct inspection of our action shows that terms of the form λφ 5) are absent. Since the classical action is linear and quadratic in auxiliaries it would mean that there is a possibility to have φ 6) and the action with all auxiliaries eliminated on deformed EOM would have additional terms from
Such terms would be able to interfere with analogous terms originating from elimination of T via the recursive procedure, and it would be difficult to make a conclusive statement. However, in absence of terms (5.5) so far there is no other terms λ 2 F 6 . The next case to study is when there are 2 fields from φ ′ W aux and two T λ(φ
Even if such terms are present, we find that they are not relevant: each φ ′ W aux vanishes classically, therefore each will give an additional power of λ, so these terms will be cubic in λ. Same for λ(φ ′ W aux ) 3 T , these start with λ 4 and λ(φ ′ W aux ) 4 start with λ 5 . Here we have to note that the auxiliary field D in the classical action is absent due to the second compensator constraint, see Appendix. Any appearance of D in the λ-action means that it has to be replaced by its expression via the non-linear vector multiplet
When checking the statements above about the presence/absence of certain auxiliary field dependence in the higher derivative action, we took eq. (5.9) into account. Upon gauge-fixing D depends on V a linearly and quadratic and on M quadratic and on V µ i j linear and quadratic.
The role of compensator multiplets auxiliaries
The second compensator auxiliaries are:
These fields appear in the λ-action via D only. The classical action has a dependence on V a and M which is quadratic in each field, therefore the value of V a or M is linear in λ and remains quadratic in M , so M = 0 is a consistent solution. However, the term linear in V a from D a V a could have produced dangerous terms upon elimination of V a on deformed EOM if there would be a term D T 3 . A direct inspection shown that such terms are absent.
The first compensator auxiliary is
The classical action is quadratic in Y ij , the λ-action has terms linear and higher order in Y ij , for
the only dangerous term would be when X ij ∼ T 3 . This again is absent, will not cancel the λ 2 term from T -recursion, and we conclude that the term λ 2 d 8 F 6 must be present in the N=2 supersymmetric higher derivative action.
Discussion
The original goal of this work was to produce the N=2 supergravity Born-Infeld with higher derivative action, which starts with the deformation of the classical N=2 supergravity action with R 4 terms. This goal was achieved and we claim that the N=2 superconformal action (3.3) upon gauge-fixing of extra local symmetries and recursive elimination of auxiliary fields, described in this paper, does produce an action with infinitely many increasing powers of the graviphoton field strength with increasing number of derivatives. It is therefore a Born-Infeld with higher derivative N=2 supergravity action.
In the process of construction such a Born-Infelld N=2 supergravity model we have realized that the genuine N=2 supersymmetric completion of the λR 4 super-invariant is significantly different from the on shell superspace counterterm construction. Under genuine locally supersymmetric completion of the classical action supplemented with the higher derivative λR 4 + ... super-invariant
we mean a standard concept of a local symmetry where
Requirement of local symmetry means that (6.2) must be valid off shell, when
In the N=2 case it is possible to construct such an action satisfying (6.2), (6.3). Despite an extremely complicated form of the superconformal action which requires various auxiliary fields from Weyl and two compensator multiplets to be present, and the gauge-fixing of extra local symmetries, we have found that the supersymmetry transformation of gravitino is affected by the presence of the higher derivative action which is a genuine supersymmetric completion of λR
The N=2 supersymmetric action with higher derivatives when the auxiliaries are eliminated has the form
The λ-dependent terms λδψ
(1) µ and λ 2 S (2) which we have identified in this paper, are absent in truncation down to N=2 supersymmetry of all extended supergravity counterterms [3, 11, 14] based on the on shell superspace [12, 13] where all fields are subject to classical on shell constraint δS0 δφ i (x) = 0 and all auxiliary fields are taking their classical values. Meanwhile, in genuine supersymmetric completion of the higher derivative N=2 supergravity the auxiliary fields are deformed, which leads to terms missing in all extended supergravity counterterms [3, 11, 14] based on the on shell superspace [12, 13] .
In the past the statement was made that the on shell counterterms violate the deformed duality symmetry current conservation [10] . One could wonder whether the prediction of the global duality symmetry is reliable at the quantum level. However, the requirement that the action including counterterms preserves the local supersymmetry is a standard expectation in theories with local gauge symmetries, including local supersymmetry. Our findings that the on shell counterterms [3, 11, 14] violate the N=2 part of the extended local supersymmetry may help to understand the UV finiteness properties of perturbative extended supergravties, established in [5, 6, 15, 16] . 
Appendix A: Setup and notation
Supersymmetric invariants with higher-derivative couplings, based on full superspace integrals, have been constructed explicitly in N=2 supergravity in [28] . The new invariants are coupled to conformal supergravity and are realized off-shell. This recent work is based on previous work on N= 2 supergravity [32] , [31] . In particular, in [28] as an explicit example, many of the bosonic terms of the supergravity-coupled invariants that contain F 4 -, R 2 F 2 -, and R 4 -terms, are discussed. Here F denotes the abelian vector multiplet field strengths and R the Riemann tensor.
As in the past, the new supergravity actions were often produced first in the superconformal form, where they have extra gauge symmetries, in our case the symmetry is associated with the superconformal SU(2, 2|2) gauge algebra. At the later stage, a set of symmetries which is not present in the so-called Poincare supergravity (as different from superconformal models) is gauge-fixed. The full set of superconformal symmetries include: general-coordinate, local Lorentz, dilatation, special conformal, chiral SU(2) and U(1), supersymmetry (Q) and special supersymmetry (S) transformations. From all superconformal symmetries the models of Poincare supergravity keep only general-coordinate, local Lorentz, and the Q supersymmetry. The local dilatation, special conformal, chiral SU(2) and U(1), and special S supersymmetry transformations have to be gaugefixed. In our case such a gauge-fixing will be performed by a choice of a chiral multiplet S, whose first component, the scalar field A(x) will be gauge-fixed to A = 1 etc. we will present the details below. We have refrained from complete information on our model here and refer in addition to the appendices presented in [28] . Weyl multiplet: The Weyl multiplet plays a central role in superconformal theory since it contains all the covariant fields and curvatures of N=2 conformal supergravity. Although it is a particular case of the anti-selfdual tensor version of the chiral multiplet with w = 1, that is reducible, we will start with the short explanation of the Weyl supermultiplet. The gauge fields associated with general-coordinate transformations (e µ a ), dilatations (b µ ), chiral symmetry (V µ i j and A µ ) and Q-supersymmetry (ψ µ i ) are independent fields. The remaining gauge fields associated with the Lorentz (ω µ ab ), special conformal (f µ a ) and S-supersymmetry transformations (φ µ i ) are dependent fields [31, 33, 34] . The corresponding supercovariant curvatures and covariant fields are contained in a tensor chiral multiplet, Weyl multiplet which comprises 24 + 24 off-shell degrees of freedom. In addition to the independent superconformal gauge fields, it contains three other fields: a Majorana spinor doublet χ i , a scalar D, and a selfdual Lorentz tensor T abij , which is antisymmetric in [ab] and [ij] . The Weyl and chiral weights have been collected in table 1. The spinors ǫ i and η i are the positive chirality spinorial parameters associated with Q-and S-supersymmetry. The corresponding negative chirality parameters are denoted by ǫ i and η i . We note that hermitian conjugation is always accompanied by raising or lowering of the SU(2) indices.
Chiral multiplet: Chiral multiplets are complex and N=2 superspace is based on four chiral and four anti-chiral anticommuting coordinates, θ i and θ i , so that a scalar chiral multiplet contains two times 2 4 field components. These multiplets carry a Weyl weight w and a chiral U(1) weight c, which is opposite to the Weyl weight, i.e. c = −w. The weights indicate how the lowest-θ component of the superfield scales under Weyl and chiral U(1) transformations. Anti-chiral multiplets can be obtained from chiral ones by complex conjugation, so that anti-chiral multiplets will have equal Weyl and chiral weights, hence w = c. The components of a generic scalar chiral multiplet are a complex scalar A, a Majorana doublet spinor Ψ i , a complex symmetric scalar B ij , an anti-selfdual tensor F − ab , a Majorana doublet spinor Λ i , and a complex scalar C. The assignment of their Weyl and chiral weights is shown in table 2. We refer to the Q-and S-supersymmetry transformations for a scalar chiral multiplet of weight w to [28] . These transformation rules are linear in the chiral multiplet fields, and contain also other fields associated with the conformal supergravity background, such as the self-dual tensor field T abij and the spinor χ i . Other conformal supergravityfields are contained in the superconformal derivatives D µ . Products of chiral superfields constitute again a chiral superfield, whose Weyl weight is equal to the sum of the Weyl weights of the separate multiplets. Also functions of chiral superfields may describe chiral superfields, assuming that they can be assigned a proper Weyl weight. For instance, homogeneous functions of chiral superfields of the same Weyl weight w define a chiral supermultiplet whose Weyl weight equals the product of w times the degree of homogeneity.
Vector multiplet: Chiral multiplets of w = 1 are reducible. The reduced scalar chiral multiplet thus describes the covariant fields and field strength of a vector multiplet, which encompasses 8 + 8 bosonic and fermionic components. Table 3 Table 3 . Weyl and chiral weights (w and c) and fermion chirality (γ 5 ) of the vector multiplet component fields.
gauge field W µ , and a triplet of auxiliary fields Y ij .
Appendix B: Tools for N=2 Born-Infeld Supergravity with Higher Derivatives
The N=2 superconformal action in (3.3) needs certain ingredients, the gauge-fixing procedure, and elimination of superconformal auxiliaries, to produce explicitly the N=2 Born-Infeld type supergravity with higher derivative terms. In absence of deformation at λ = 0 this model with the choice made in (3.1) and in (3.2) is a minimal pure N=2 supergravity. Here we focus on bosonic part of the model.
is a reduced ω = 1 chiral superfield that describes a vector multiplet. The relation with the fields X, W µ , Y ij , of the vector multiplet is given by
where F = dW .
Classical model and gauge-fixing of extra superconformal symmetries
The classical action is given by
where the last expression stands for
The action before gauge fixing and without using a non-linear second compensator is given by
and
We use now the non-linear multiplet constraint to express D in terms of V a , M ij and Φ i α , to avoid inconsistency. The bosonic part of the constraint is given by
and therefore we obtain
Using now (9.8) in (9.4) we obtain
We precisely obtain Eq. (3.111) in Ref. [30] , when F = − 
Our choices of the second compensator and of the gauge-fixing conditions for the extra superconformal symmetries are valid in application to the classical action as well as to a deformed one. Therefore in the next subsection we describe only the superconformally invariant higher derivative action: we use the non-linear vector multiplet as a second compensator and the same gauge-fixing condition as described in the classical case, when we evaluate the deformation of all auxiliary fields and their effect on the deformation caused by the recursive procedure for T . The components of the Φ ′ = Φ = W 2 S 2 (which has ω = 0 and c = 0), multiplet, to be inserted into the kinetic chiral multiplet action formula (9.15) are The multiplet corresponding to the negative second power of the chiral compensator has the following components 
The rule for multiplication of chiral multiplets W 2 and S −2 are known from the N=2 superconformal tensor calculus, see for example eq. (C.1) in [28] . For example, the C Φ component of the product Φ = W 2 S −2 is given by
which results in (9.16). Thus we have explained all ingredients of our deformed superconformal action (3.3), (9.15) and we can therefore study its structure with account of gauge-fixing described above.
